JOURNAL OF ARNOLD BENNETT
London, Sunday, December igth.
The last few days, having delivered the film, I have read through
the first instalment of the novel, " Mr. Prohack", and been
inspiring myself for the next instalment. I read George
Moore's play which he sent me in the edition de luxe, " The
Coming of Gabrielle ". The idea is very ancient and the plot
very clumsy ; but there are very bright distinguished things in
the dialogue; which is highly readable without being at all
fireworky.
I gave permission to the Everyman Theatre to do " The
Honeymoon ". They did not consult me in any way about
casting, scenery, production. The first word I had from the
theatre was 2 tickets for the first night, I returned them. In
the first place I had a curious absence of all desire to go, and
in the second place I thought it was like their darned cheek to
ignore me entirely until the first night. The thing has been
played in Manchester and Harrogate before the London produc-
tion to-morrow. I only knew of this from the papers.
London, Tuesday, December zist.
Last night, Helen Rootham's friend, the Serbian, Milrenovic
came to see me. He arrived at 9.40 and left at 11.40. Previ-
ously M. and I dined alone. He said he had lived in London
six years without knowing anyone, and had thought, within
himself, about religion. He seemed rather profound: full of
fine ideas of which perhaps about the hundredth part will be
realised in about a century. I told him practically how to
begin to realise his dreams.
On Sunday night Legros dined here and then he and I went
to the Stage Society show at Hammersmith. H. 0. Meredith's
"The Forerunner" was one of the feeblest things I ever saw
on the stage. Then Franklin Dyall introduced me to the author.
I said to him: "You have written a highly curious play."
Later I said: " You have written a damned curious play."
This was the best I could do.
London, Christmas Day, 1920.
Two thoroughly bad nights, full of the church clock. Still I
wrote over 4,000 words of my novel in 3 days, with lots of pre-
occupations.
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